
Sunday MorningsSunday Mornings  
Zoom: 789 699 326 

Meditation: 10:45 a.m. 
Service: 11 a.m. 

  

Senior MinisterSenior Minister  
Rev. David Robinson 

 

InsideInside  

A Fabulous Party A Fabulous Party   
  

Remembering Remembering   

Carolyn Hunsinger Carolyn Hunsinger   
  

Women’s Circle UpdateWomen’s Circle Update  

TT 
he months of Spring—particularly April and May 

here in the Northwest—are characterized by 

frequent weather changes. As I write this, in 

early April, I began the day watching snow 

falling, followed by some sun, then wind, then serious 

hail. Currently it’s calmly overcast. 

 Our theme for May is Living Everyday Wonder— 

Emotions. Emotions can be like Spring weather. 

Emotions add excitement—spice—to our lives. To 

suppress them is to live a bland, dull life. Yet, to let 

them run us all over the place leaves us exhausted and 

others running from our turmoil. The challenge is to 

experience our emotions while staying centered. 

 Just like being in a nice, warm home while the 

weather runs the gamut outside, make a peaceful home 

within your center. From here you can appreciate and 

enjoy your emotions, but not get blown over, under, 

sideways or down by them.  

 In this month’s talks, we’ll look at our emotional 

spice rack, then tgo in depth with the core emotions. 

They’re not scary when wisely used. Just like chipotle 

powder, a little goes a long way. We’ll see the 

blessings—clearing, warming, calming, motivating, and 

empowering—of our emotions. Join us to play in the 

spring weather and bring a sense of wonder to this 

powerful aspect of ourselves.                    ~ Rev. David 

 

“I’ve learned that people I’ve learned that people   

will forget what you said, will forget what you said, 

people will forget what people will forget what   

you did, but people will you did, but people will 

never forget how you never forget how you   

made them feel.” made them feel.”   

                                  ~  Maya Angelou~  Maya Angelou  

HappeningsHappenings  

Welcome SpringtimeWelcome Springtime  
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May 1May 1stst
  ~ What’s on Your Spice Rack?~ What’s on Your Spice Rack?  

The vast variety of emotions serves to add spice to 
our human experience. As we lean into learning 
from emotions and creating balance, our recipe is 
perfected with just the right blend to create a 
mixture of harmony, well-being and growth.  
 

May 8May 8thth
  ~ The Fear Factor ~ The Fear Factor   

For too long many of us have allowed fear to plague 
our lives and deter us from our good. We have the 
power to change the narrative and allow faith to 
lead the way instead of following fear.  
 

May 15May 15thth
  ~ If You’re Happy and You Know it  ~ If You’re Happy and You Know it    

Let’s sing, dance, hum, laugh, smile and shout from 
a happy place because we’re alive. No matter 
what’s going on, celebrate life and the joy of living.   
  

May 22May 22nd nd 
~~    Looking Anger in the EyeLooking Anger in the Eye  

Anger can be like a hurricane. In the eye of the 
storm there is peace. Therefore, I can find calm in 
the midst of turbulence.  
 

May 29May 29thth
  ~ Low Tide or High Tide?~ Low Tide or High Tide?  

How do we move through the constant ebb and flow 
of life, ride the waves and stay afloat? Grab your 
life jacket! 

Core CouncilCore Council  
 

    Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader 
Buffie Finkel, President 

Laura Farris, Vice President  
Jean Hill-Miller, Treasurer  
Beth Thompson, Secretary 

Lorrie Chase, Member at Large  
Scott Kissel, Member at Large  

 

 
 

Message Phone: (360) 255-7878 
Mailing address:  

3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327 
Olympia, WA  98501 

Check us out on Facebook at  
www.facebook.com/csloly 

  

Sunday Talk Titles Sunday Talk Titles   
  

  

Read a Good Read a Good 

Book in MayBook in May  

or ignore our fear. We don't feel at ease when we 
think of the things that scare us so we deny our fear 
away. “Oh no, I don’t want to think about that.” We 
try to ignore our fear, but it is still there.  
 The only way to ease our fear and be truly happy 
is to acknowledge our fear and look deeply at its 
source. Instead of trying to escape from our fear, we 
can invite it up to our awareness and look at it clearly 
and deeply.  
 Thich Nhat Hanh has written a powerful and 
practical strategic guide to overcoming our 
debilitating uncertainties and personal terrors.  
 The New York Times said Thich Nhat Hanh 
“...ranks second only to the Dalai Lama” as the 

Buddhist leader with the most influence in the West.  

Living Everyday Wonder: Living Everyday Wonder:   

EmotionsEmotions  MM ost of us experience a 
life full of wonderful 

moments and difficult 
moments. But for many of us, 
there is fear behind our joy. 
We fear this moment will end, 
that we won’t get what we 
need, that we will lose what 
we love or that we will not be 
safe. We think that to be 
happier, we should push away 

 

Brent Pendleton, Brent Pendleton,   

Amy Shephard Amy Shephard   

& Shani Banai, & Shani Banai,   

our beloved Music our beloved Music   

& Sound Team& Sound Team  
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LL 
iving the best possible life takes knowing 
principles and practice, practice, practice. 
Discover the principles—universal spiritual 

laws—and proven practices that bring those 
principles into action allowing you to manifest 
desired goals and intentions. Through this 
course, which offers spiritual practices and their 
methods you can set in motion now, you will 
start to see results and changes in your life. 
 This is a foundational level course. 
Membership in CSL Olympia requires taking a 
foundational level course. 

 For details and to register, go to our website 

under Upcoming Classes 

May Class: Spiritual May Class: Spiritual   

Principles & PracticesPrinciples & Practices  

When: Five Tuesdays When: Five Tuesdays   

From: May 3From: May 3rdrd
  to May 31to May 31stst

  

  Time: 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.Time: 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.  

Would you like to actually see,  
touch, and feel our new home?  

It’s coming soon. We have our permit 
and work is progressing.  To prepare, 

would you like to be a part of the 
celebration and even contribute to  

the furnishing of our home? If you said 
yes, then join us for the FUN.  

Some of those must-have items are 
chairs, sound & audio-visual  
equipment and items for the  

Youth Program. 
Hopefully this starts to build  

some excitement in you. Those  
of us who have been involved in  
this process are chomping at the  

bit to get this party started! 
To each and every one of you,  

thank you for your prayers that 
allowed this new home to come into 
reality. We all had a part in creating 

this, so come celebrate with us! 
 

 

Location: Unity of Olympia, Location: Unity of Olympia,   

1335 Fern St SW, Olympia 1335 Fern St SW, Olympia   

Date: Saturday, May 28Date: Saturday, May 28thth
  

Time: 1 to 3 pmTime: 1 to 3 pm  

  

  

Community Meeting Community Meeting   

OO 
ur first in-person Community Meeting of 
2022 will be held from 1 to 3 p.m. on 
Sunday, May 15th at Buffie & Mark Finkel's 

home at 2432 Bethel Street NE, Olympia. It will  
begin at 1:30 p.m. Yes, we will have an actual 
meeting, with actual CSLO information. Mostly it 
will be a light picnic/tea party atmosphere, 
hopefully in our ample back yard. Bring finger 
foods to share and a lawn chair, just in case. 
 A few parking spots directly in front of the 
house will be reserved for those needing 
assistance. Please let us know if you need this 
accommodation. The parking lot at Roosevelt 
School is a great place to meet for carpooling.    
 Following the gathering, folks are invited to 
walk around the corner to tour the gorgeous 
Rhododendron Garden (originally the Zabel 
gardens) on Springwood, or climb our stile over 
the back fence.                          ~ Buffie Finkel  
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Youth & Family ProgramYouth & Family Program  
  

Living Everyday Wonder: EmotionsLiving Everyday Wonder: Emotions  

May 1May 1stst
  --  What’s on Your Spice Rack? What’s on Your Spice Rack?   

Emotions are like a spice rack we spin to find one that 
is the focus of the moment. Youth learn that emotions 
are beneficial and have lessons to offer as they strive to 
achieve a balanced life. We play focus games that train 
our minds to greet emotions with curiosity. Then we  
play with choosing emotions by changing perspectives.  
 

May 8May 8thth
  --  The Fear FactorThe Fear Factor  

Let’s stretch, grow, and expand using our spiritual 
power tools and support. But first we need to identify, 
acknowledge, and face our fears. Youth learn the right 
times to utilize a fight or flight response and lean into 
their super power of faith to stamp out fear. We think 
of our worst fears and play a game of Is it True? We 
dispel our fears with knowledge, faith, and love.  
 

May 15May 15thth
  --  If You’re Happy and You Know It If You’re Happy and You Know It   

This fun children’s song in principle is an affirmation, 
declaration, and mental equivalent to living a happy 
and healthy life and showing it out loud. We watch 
several videos demonstrating how movie characters use 
different spiritual tools to uplift themselves. We learn 
that happiness is an inside job, share things that bring 
us complete joy, and make a blessing box.  
 

May 22May 22ndnd
  --  Looking Anger in the Eye Looking Anger in the Eye   

We can help calm the turbulence in a metaphorical 
anger storm by focusing on the eye of the storm where 
there is peace and calm. We replicate nature’s storms 
with sand and water, watching how everything returns 
to calmness. We practice sending storms out to sea 
while imagining our happy places surrounded by things 
that calm us.  

May 29May 29thth
  --  Low Tide/High Tide Low Tide/High Tide 

Being in the space of grace during sad 
times allows glimmers of hope and love 
to carry us. We sit with something that 
is sad to us and remember that our 
emotions are energy. Then we begin to 
orchestrate those emotions and direct 
them into energy that serves the 
greater good. Youth create a poster 
design with The Four Agreements as a 
reminder of our power to let go.  

 

Our feelings and emotions serve as a guide and processing Our feelings and emotions serve as a guide and processing   

center for areas of reflection, exploration, and growth. center for areas of reflection, exploration, and growth.   

Ms. Adrienne ready to send  
Kiera and Elowen off to hunt  
for eggs in Tumwater, 2021.  



44
thth

  Janet ThereseJanet Therese  

2222ndnd
  Lynne Edele & Lynne Edele &   

Barbara YanagimachiBarbara Yanagimachi  

2424thth
  Chelle Hunsinger de EncisoChelle Hunsinger de Enciso  

2525thth
  Heidi Connolly Heidi Connolly   

2929thth
  Camille PedersonCamille Pederson  

Core Council ReportCore Council Report  
tantalizing awareness of our new home finally  
taking shape. The builders received the permits 
in early April and began work bright and early the 
following Monday morning.  
 They have the new ceiling in the Sanctuary 
already framed up. Plumbing and electrical are 
being scheduled for all the spaces. There are 
hundreds of decisions yet to make from do we 
need new furnaces, to what kind of face plates 
should our light switches have?  
 The Design Team is being ably guided toward 
consensus on many of the surface treatments and 
atmospheric elements (ooh sounds cool, eh?) we 
are considering. The key here is trusting that 
exactly the right people are where they are 
supposed to be so that exactly what needs to 
happen will happen just the way it is supposed 
to. Follow that? We lean into each other, and 
trust the process. We also know that Spirit guides 
us every step of the way.  

~  Buffie Finkel, RScP, Council President 

AA 
pril at my desk was almost all about 
recreating the Council manuals for our 
five new council members. This meant 

looking at all the information we have 
available, and deciding what might be helpful 
for this new council to have at their fingertips. 
Our old manuals were out-of-date, and often 
were not relevant to the new reality of our 
future in our new home.  
 My desk and an extra table were called into 
duty to hold the binders and all assorted 
paper. As I write this, the big box by the door 
holds all the binders in preparation for our 
first face-to-face meeting of the new council. 
We will be reviewing our manuals, section by 
section. I realize not every council member 
finds the manual necessary, but good shoes 
make the journey more comfortable. These 
books are my version of good shoes.   
 Beyond the mundane nature of the day-to-
day work of this Core Council, we have the  

  

  

Remembering Carolyn HunsingerRemembering Carolyn Hunsinger  

FF 
or many years, the left 
front pew at Nova School 
was occupied on Sunday by 

Carolyn Hunsinger and her 
autistic grandson, Hayden. He 
loved to be close to the music. 
When Carolyn passed away in 
2018, her daughter, Chelle, 
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 Behavior is Language does not focus on 
clinical data but rather day-to-day care of 
Hayden. She tells intimate stories about how she 
learned to manage him when he was upset.  
 She became a peer mentor in the community 
of other caregivers of autistic children. Her book 
offers invaluable lessons on how to de-escalate 
the anger and confusion so often associated with 
autism. This led to speaking and workshop 
requests from various local organizations. Her 
book is a treasure for anyone dealing with autism, 
or for that matter, difficult children.  
 The book is on Amazon by putting in the title 
including the author’s name.  

carried out her most profound wish by getting 
a book she had been writing for years 
published.  
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Call the message phone: (360) 255Call the message phone: (360) 255--7878, ext. 4 to listen 7878, ext. 4 to listen   

to a prayer recorded each week by a Practitioner. to a prayer recorded each week by a Practitioner.   

 

Teresa Bielenberg 
Linda Villegas Bremer 

 

Tim Robinson  
Sylvia Schroeder 

II 
 believe one of the most loving and powerful 
aspects of God is the experience of 
emotional revelation. How is it that some 

people have lost sight of this gift and view 
emotions as messy inconveniences or the 
burdensome price of being human? Perhaps the 
answer lies in the mistaken understanding of 
their purpose.  
 Imagine right now that you are the source of 
all creation. Your job is to design a system that 
is unlimited and at the same time holds all that 
is created in total balance. You are in charge of 
developing a myriad of life forms in infinite 
shapes and sizes. Each one has specific needs 
for environment and nutrition to support them.  
The environments must also be supported by 
the concept of weather which introduces the 
complexity of weather patterns and seasons.  
 But don’t stop there, for you are to create 
inanimate objects too. Soil enriched with 
minerals and vitamins will sustain the supply of 
plant life. Is your mind aching a bit yet? We 
haven’t even entered into figuring out how or 
with what all of this is constructed. What about 
molecules, chemical structures, nervous 
systems, subatomic particles, etc. 
     The largest of whiteboards could not hold 
all of the calculations and equations necessary 
to accomplish this challenge. Thank goodness it 
is already done. We are blessed to be living and 
supported by a Divine Mind that creates from 
Itself. This means everything contains all that 

is. The Mind of Spirit, the Source, the Power of 
Life created you and is in you now. And It made 
you with a mind and consciousness like It’s own—
a creation expresser. How cool is that?  
 Even more exciting is that your mind enables 
you to participate with Spirit in this wonderful 
wonderland we call life. How do I know this you 
may ask? It has to do with one of the operating 
systems we live in called cause and effect. 
Everything moves and interacts with things 
around it as part of the balance spoken of 
earlier. Excited electrons change partners, 
molecules embrace or disengage from one 
another and living things follow urges that 
support life. Simple, single-celled organisms 
move toward what is good and away from pain.  
 People exhibit this in the form of emotions.  
Humans assign emotions to their life experiences. 
And just like everything else, that is no accident. 
Our emotions inform our choices, which lead us 
to choose what we believe will support us. If the 
choice fails to answer our need we slide into the 
Divine default safety valve and arrive at reset, 
free to choose again.    
 This system inherently allows for growth and 
the expanding of our conscious capacity to feel 
and express more evolved emotions. I believe 
one of the most loving gifts of God is this 
invitation for us to experience Divine love and 
oneness with It. As Joseph Campbell might say, 
“God finding—it’s bliss.” 

~ Susan Einhorn, RScP 

Emotions RevealedEmotions Revealed  

PractitionersPractitioners  

Sandy Dell 
Susan Einhorn 
Buffie Finkel 

Prayer Prayer   
Support Support  
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LL 
ots of people feel uncomfortable before an 

interview. What will she ask? Will I know how 

to answer? Why did I agree to this? I’m pretty 

sure this was the case with at least half of 

the Kautzmann team. Don’t ask; won’t tell. But I 

feel honored to have spent this time getting to 

know these two longtime, beloved CSL members in 

all their magnificence. 

 “We’ve each had our 

challenges we’ve needed to 

work through,” Denny told me. 

“Loss, divorce, relocation…but 

we have manifested incredible 

things along our journey, 

including our participation in 

CSL.” They learned about 

Science of Mind principles 

after they took a personal 

development seminar. “We 

weren’t looking for any kind of 

church, but ultimately CSL 

appealed to us,” Denny 

explained. “Contrary to other religions, there’s no 

structured doctrine. It has become our family.” 

 From North Dakota to Wyoming to Missouri to 

Washington, from railroad conductor to locomotive 

engineer to retirement, Denny, with his wife 

Carol, have spent their lives moving from one 

chapter to the next. They have done it in a way 

that both takes responsibility and shares their 

blessings. Denny currently works with Friendly 

Water for the World, for example. “It all boils 

down to perspective and understanding that our 

life experience is going to be what we truly 

believe. It’s done unto us 

as we believe, not what 

others do and think.” 

 As for Carol, whose 

spiritual go-to was 

music—her religion—it 

took time to let go of the 

dogma in which she was raised. “I’m all in 

on life,” she says now, speaking of how she 

learned just how precarious life is after 

traumatic loss. “Since then, I’ve discovered 

so much…I’ve expanded, modified…to the 

point where I understand acceptance 

allows for living a full life. My 

loss left me with hope that no 

matter what happens, there’s 

always something on the 

other side—if you open up to 

it.”  

     No wonder these guys are 

such a good match! What do 

Denny and Carol most want to 

impart to newbies like me? 

“CSL speaks to God qualities 

we want to incorporate. Even 

uncomfortable, past things, 

which I now know were 

critical for my growth.” Denny 

explained. “To remember that to move 

from hope to trust is what allows belief. To 

understand the teaching or philosophy only 

takes you so far. It’s incorporating the 

philosophies to the point that they’re 

integrated into your life that makes the 

difference in the way you live,” 

 Thanks, Denny and Carol. I’m honored 

to have you both at my side as I walk this 

path, drinking lemonade as I go. 

     ~  Heidi Connolly 

From Lemons 

to Lemonade  

to Life 

 

“It all boils down  

to perspective and 

understanding that 

our life experience  

is going to be what 

we truly believe.  

It’s done unto us as 

we believe, not what 

others do and think.” 
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Brent Pendleton, 

Music DirectorMusic Director  
 

Shani Banai, 

Zoom SupportZoom Support  
 

Adrienne Cherry, 

Youth DirectorYouth Director  
 

Marlisa Johnson, 

BookkeeperBookkeeper  
 

Tiffany Merkel, 

AdministrationAdministration    
 

Sandy Dell, 

WebsiteWebsite  
 

Karyn Lindberg, 

Newsletter EditorNewsletter Editor  
 

Message Phone  
(360) 255-7878 

 

Website: 

www.cslolympia.orgwww.cslolympia.org 
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The Women’s Circle is not meeting this The Women’s Circle is not meeting this   

month. Instead we will all be supporting month. Instead we will all be supporting   

and coming to the Funand coming to the Fun--DING party on DING party on   

May 28May 28thth
  at Unity (page 3). Please join us there. at Unity (page 3). Please join us there.   

To be added to the email list please contact To be added to the email list please contact   

Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com   

  

The CSL Men's Coffee Group The CSL Men's Coffee Group   

meets on Friday mornings meets on Friday mornings   

each week  at 10 a.m. each week  at 10 a.m.   

For more info contact For more info contact   

Denny Kautzmann at: Denny Kautzmann at:   

CSLDenny@gmail.comCSLDenny@gmail.com  

Sunday, May 15Sunday, May 15thth
    

Facilitated byFacilitated by  Rev. Sharri Johnson, Rev. Sharri Johnson,   

One Heart MinistriesOne Heart Ministries  

Zoom: ID# 789 699 326 Zoom: ID# 789 699 326   

“The bud in half bloom outwaits the cloud. The heart, “The bud in half bloom outwaits the cloud. The heart, 

like the Earth, is continually blanketed by everlike the Earth, is continually blanketed by ever--

changing atmospheres that come and go between changing atmospheres that come and go between 

who we are and how we live our days. Just because who we are and how we live our days. Just because 

heart is veiled in cloud today doesn't mean the light heart is veiled in cloud today doesn't mean the light 

has vanished. No cloud lasts forever. The Earth and has vanished. No cloud lasts forever. The Earth and 

all that grows from it, including our hearts, knows all that grows from it, including our hearts, knows 

this well. “         ~  Mark Nepo, The Book of Awakening this well. “         ~  Mark Nepo, The Book of Awakening   
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